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A HORWICH SK COMPANY

www.horwichsewingsk.com                     www.craftercollection.com
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About
Horwich SK
Established in 1988, Horwich 
Sewing SK started life as an 
industrial garment 
manufacturer offering a wide 
range of options from CMT to 
fully factored garments. Since its 
inception, the Horwich name has 
become synonymous with 
quality, honesty and integrity. 
Deep rooted into our values is 
the need to provide honest 
communication and delivery on 
time, every time.
 
Providing fully factored services 
which can include sourcing the 
material and creating the whole 
garment. Alternatively, the CMT 
(cut, make and trim) approach to 
manufacturing may be utilised, 
where materials must be 
provided.
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Our modular manufacturing systems 
enable us to offer flexibility and quick response 
to demand so that we can develop the perfect 
production solution for your needs. We operate 
quick response factories in Slovakia and satellite 
factories in Macedonia with a 30,000+ garment 
capacity.
 
Utilising our in-house expert team allows us to 
personally ensure the quality of the garments 
you receive. We have a proven track record with 
Blue Chip companies and all our products are 
manufactured under ISO 9001 and Modular D 
specifications.

     7 Partner factories

     Solution Flexability

     99.1% on-time delivery rate

     Capacity 30,000+ garments per week

     Flexability through Modular D

     ISO
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GREAT
WORK
starts
here

crafter,
a horwich sk 
company
Crafter Collection was born in 2020 from the 
values of its parent company Horwich SK.

‘To create truly fit for purpose garments, of 
the highest quality and provide them at a great 
price.’

The initial Crafter mission was generated out of
necessity to provide a quality collection of key
pieces that are comfortable to wear for the
entire day, great fitting and can survive
the everyday demands of industry professionals.
The launch of Crafter Collection with a focus
on women’s workwear came as a result of
research, and ultimately discovering a true
gap in the market. We found that there was
a real lack of great women’s workwear that
not only fits well but is highly durable.
 
In the search for innovative fabrics that provide 
both durability and stretch, Crafter Collection 
discovered CORDURA®️; renowned as an 
innovative leader in producing advanced fabrics, 
known for their strength and durability. The first 
collection is crafted with a CORDURA®️ NYCO 
fabric enhanced with MoveX®️ stretch
technology created by Sapphire Mills.
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WORKWEAR THAT ALLOWS 
YOU TO MOVE, without 
restriction.
We work with the best producers, creating new 
innovative fabrics. We engineer our products for 
your needs, making your toughest days a little 
easier. Our products are fit for purpose, rugged 
and ready to meet the challenges of your 
working life. Using CORDURA®️ NYCO and 
MoveX®️ combined with the highest quality 
controls, our products are built to last. We look 
after the garment detail so you can get on with 
your job in comfort.
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FIT matters 
Gone are the days of trying to fit into workwear 
that ultimately makes you feel less than your 
best self. Combining fabric technology and fit we 
have the solution. Your best fit is here!

trouseR sizes 6-24

gilet sizes XS-XXXL
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POCKETS, 
ON POCKETS,
ON POCKETS.

Having pockets is an 
essential part of the design 
when it comes to practical 
workwear. We have them in all 
the right places and for 
carrying all your equipment 
on the move. Our pockets are 
engineered to suit the shape of 
the garment and the 
wearer. We have tested them 
and made them robust and 
strong in all the right places. 
Using CORDURA®️ NYCO 
fabric, heavy poly/cotton 
pocketing and reinforced 
stitching, these pockets are 
made to last.

resists the elements
Crafter products are not only designed to 
provide the best in workwear comfort but are 
also built to shelter you from the harsh 
environments and elements work can throw at 
you. Our first collection uses MoveX technology 
by Sapphire Mills which is both water and stain 
resistant. The Tool trouser and Multi pocket Gilet 
have added CORDURA®️ reinforcement fabric on 
major stress points – such as knees, pockets and 
ankles to provide that extra protection from the 
elements.
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workwear that puts
the miles in.
Buy better, buy less. By choosing Crafter 
Collection you’re making a sustainable choice. 
The fabric in our garments is performance 
enhanced and made to last 3 times longer than 
a regular poly/cotton twill fabric. Our fabrics 
are lab tested to withstand the wear and tear of 
your busy lifestyle. Our promise is to protect with 
confidence.

3x more durable than 100% cotton garments
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Durable and stretch thanks to the breathable 
fabric that has cotton, stretch and is 
CORDURA®️ NYCO Certified

Water and stain resistant

Lightweight yet durable

Easy care

7 pockets

Hammer strap

Hidden D-ring for keys inside front pocket

Crafter signature belt loops x 4

Centre back sturdy belt loop to stop gaping 
and to keep the belt in place

Double stitched seams and bar tacks on all 
stress areas

Stud front fastening

Available in sizes 6-24 and leg Lengths 
Short, Regular and Long

Durable and stretch thanks to the breathable fabric 
that has cotton, stretch and is CORDURA®️ NYCO 
Certified

Water and stain resistant

Lightweight yet durable

Easy care

16 pockets

Easy open tabs feature on all flap pockets, great when 
wearing gloves!

Pockets re-enforced using 100% CORDURA®️ 
certified fabric

Darted knee pad pockets with an opening at the top 
and Velcro fastening, re-enforced using 100% 
CORDURA®️ certified fabric

Hammer strap

Hidden D-ring for keys inside front pocket

Crafter signature belt loops x 4

Centre back sturdy belt loop to stop gaping and to 
keep the belt in place

Double stitched seams and bar tacks on all stress 
areas

Stud front fastening

Hems re-enforced using 100% CORDURA®️ certified 
fabric to prevent water absorption and fraying hems

Available in sizes 6-24 and leg Lengths Short, Regular 
and Long

Durable and stretch thanks to the breathable fabric 
that has cotton, stretch and is CORDURA®️ NYCO 
Certified

Water and stain resistant

Double layer fabric

Lightweight yet durable

2-Way zip

Pen loops

Side slits for movement and access

Easy care

7 pockets

Pockets re-enforced using 100% CORDURA®️ 
certified fabric

Hidden loop for keys under handwarmer pocket

Crafter embroidery to back neck

Bar tacks on all stress areas

Available in sizes XS-XXXL
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GET IN TOUCH TO ENQUIRE 
ABOUT PRODUCTS & 
SERVICES FROM 
HORWICH SK
Horwich
info@horwichsewingsk.com
www.horwichsewingsk.com
0330 1332 115
 
Crafter
hello@craftercollection.com
www.craftercollection.com
0330 1332 115
 

mailto:info%40horwichsewingsk.com?subject=Enquiry
http://www.horwichsewingsk.com
mailto:hello%40craftercollection.com?subject=Enquiry
http://www.craftercollection.com

